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Abstract.— Progress in the development and use of methods for species delimitation employing 10 

phenotypic data lags behind conceptual and practical advances in molecular genetic approaches. The basic 11 

evolutionary model underlying the use of phenotypic data to delimit species assumes random mating and 12 

quantitative polygenic traits, so that phenotypic distributions within a species should be approximately 13 

normal for individuals of the same sex and age. Accordingly, two or more distinct normal distributions of 14 

phenotypic traits suggest the existence of multiple species. In light of this model, we show that analytical 15 

approaches employed in taxonomic studies using phenotypic data are often compromised by three issues: 16 

(1) reliance on graphical analyses of phenotypic space that do not consider the frequency of phenotypes; 17 

(2) exclusion of characters potentially important for species delimitation following reduction of data 18 

dimensionality; and (3) use of measures of central tendencies to evaluate phenotypic distinctiveness. We 19 

outline approaches to overcome these issues based on statistical developments related to normal mixture 20 

models and illustrate them empirically with a reanalysis of morphological data recently used to claim that 21 

there are no morphologically distinct species of Darwin’s ground-finches (Geospiza). We found negligible 22 

support for this claim relative to taxonomic hypotheses recognizing multiple species. Although species 23 

limits among ground-finches merit further assessments using additional sources of information, our results 24 

bear implications for other areas of inquiry including speciation research: because ground-finches have 25 

likely speciated and are not trapped in a process of “Sisyphean” evolution as recently argued, they remain 26 
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useful models to understand the evolutionary forces involved in speciation. Our work underscores the 27 

importance of statistical approaches grounded on appropriate evolutionary models for species 28 

delimitation. Approaches allowing one to fit normal mixture models without a priori information about 29 

species limits offer new perspectives in the kind of inferences available to systematists, with significant 30 

repercusions on ideas about the structure of biological biodiversity. [morphology; normal mixture model; 31 

phenotype; principal components analysis; species limits; variable selection.]  32 
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Systematic biology seeks to discover and describe species, and to establish phylogenetic relationships 33 

among them and among clades at higher levels. Given these two main goals of the field, reviews published 34 

over a decade ago noted that the literature on theory and methods of phylogenetic inference and on theory 35 

of species concepts was extensive, whereas methods for delimiting species had received much less 36 

attention (Sites and Marshall 2003; Sites and Marshall 2004). Over the past few years, this imbalance has 37 

been partly overcome with considerable development, application, and integration of methods for species 38 

delimitation (Padial et al. 2010; Camargo and Sites 2013). Largely driven by increased availability of 39 

multilocus datasets brought about by advances in DNA sequencing technology, however, much recent 40 

progress has focused on probabilistic methods for analyses of molecular data (reviewed by Fujita et al. 41 

2012; Carstens et al. 2013), whereas relatively little effort has been devoted to approaches using 42 

phenotypic data to delimit species (Wiens and Servedio 2000; Ezard et al. 2010; Guillot et al. 2012; 43 

Zapata and Jiménez 2012; Edwards and Knowles 2014; Solís-Lemus et al. 2014). Yet, because most fossil 44 

and living species have been discovered and named based on phenotypic distinctiveness (Luckow 1995; 45 

Mallet 2013; Miller 2016), and because genomic-based species delimitation approaches are no substitutes 46 

for judicious assessments of other sources of information (Sukumaran and Knowles 2017), the theory and 47 

practice of delimiting species using phenotypic data remain central to modern systematics. 48 

 49 

Although species descriptions employing phenotypic data are often non-quantitative and although 50 

systematists may often not be explicit about the rationale they follow to delimit species (Luckow 1995; 51 

McDade 1995; Sangster 2014; Allmon 2016), the use of objective criteria for species diagnosis based on 52 

phenotypic characters has a long tradition in taxonomy, rooted on evolutionary theory (Wiens and 53 

Servedio 2000; Zapata and Jiménez 2012; Futuyma 2013). The basic evolutionary model for the 54 

distribution of a continuous quantitative character within a species (Fisher 1918) assumes polygenic 55 

inheritance and random mating; under these assumptions, gene frequencies are expected to be close to 56 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and phenotypic variation among individuals of a single species tends to be 57 

normally distributed (Templeton 2006). On the other hand, if phenotypic variation is best described by 58 
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two or more distinct normal distributions, then one may conclude that there is more than one species in a 59 

sample of individuals (Coyne and Orr 2004; Mallet 2008). This conclusion is granted under the 60 

assumption that distinct normal distributions in polygenic traits do not reflect age- or sex-related variation, 61 

or phenotypic plasticity. It follows that distinct normal distributions in cases in which phenotypic variation 62 

is caused by few loci of large effect (e.g., Smith 1993) or largely driven by environmental factors (e.g., 63 

Moczek and Emlen 1999) do not constitute evidence of more than one species. Finally, because distinct 64 

phenotypic distributions may represent evidence of species boundaries given a variety of criteria for 65 

species delimitation (Luckow 1995; Zapata and Jiménez 2012), the Fisherian model described above 66 

serves as a conceptual basis to establish species limits under multiple species definitions (sensu de 67 

Queiroz 1998). 68 

 69 

Despite the long tradition of this basic model for species delimitation based on quantitative phenotypic 70 

characters, statistical tools for its formal application to empirical data were limited until recently. 71 

Procedures allowing one to fit combinations of normal distributions to phenotypic variation among 72 

specimens, without a priori knowledge of species limits, were initially developed in the late XIX century 73 

(Pearson 1894). However, practical application only became possible following computational advances 74 

in the 1970s (i.e., the expectation–maximization algorithm; McLachlan and Peel 2000) and software 75 

development from the late XX century into the present (Fraley and Raftery 2002; Fraley et al. 2012). 76 

Because these statistical approaches entered the literature on species delimitation only a few years ago 77 

(Ezard et al. 2010), it is not surprising that even recent studies do not employ them when analyzing 78 

phenotypic data to delimit species. Instead, systematists frequently infer species limits examining 79 

phenotypic variation based on visual inspection of scatter plots defined by a few axes that account for 80 

most phenotypic variance, often derived from principal components analysis (PCA). In addition, 81 

systematists often delimit species based on differences between groups of specimens in the central 82 

tendency of phenotypes. This is true of work on living plants and animals (reviewed by Rieseberg et al. 83 

2006), as well as in studies of extinct taxa in the fossil record (reviewed by Allmon 2016). 84 
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  85 

Here, we show that analytical approaches commonly employed in taxonomic studies are inadequate in 86 

light of the evolutionary model underlying species delimitation described above. It follows that if species 87 

delimited by inadequate statistical approaches are used as units for subsequent analyses, then any mistakes 88 

may carry on and influence views in other areas of inquiry, such as speciation research. Focusing on 89 

Darwin’s finches from the Galapagos Islands, an iconic group for the study of natural selection, 90 

speciation, and adaptive radiation (Lack 1947; Bowman 1961; Grant 1999; Grant and Grant 2008; Grant 91 

and Grant 2014), we provide an example of how employing statistical approaches explicitly related to the 92 

basic evolutionary model underlying the use of phenotypic data in species delimitation may enhance 93 

assessments of species limits and thus our understanding of evolutionary processes. 94 

 95 

SISYPHEAN EVOLUTION IN DARWIN’S FINCHES? 96 

Among Darwin’s finches, the many studies of ground-finches in the genus Geospiza have been especially 97 

productive in terms of insights into species formation and the role of geographic isolation, natural 98 

selection, and hybridization in microevolutionary processes that may scale up to macroevolutionary 99 

patterns (reviewed by Grant 1999; Grant and Grant 2008; Grant and Grant 2014). There has been 100 

considerable disagreement in the literature about the number of species in the group (reviewed by McKay 101 

and Zink 2015), but most modern taxonomic treatments have recognized six species of ground-finches 102 

(Lack 1947; Rising et al. 2011). However, based on genomic evidence (Lamichhaney et al. 2015) and 103 

some vocal and behavioral data, three subspecies were recently elevated to species rank, bringing the total 104 

number of recognized species to nine (Remsen et al. 2017).  105 

 106 

In a provocative recent paper, however, McKay and Zink (2015) offered an intriguing alternative 107 

perspective on the taxonomy and evolution of ground-finches (see also Zink 2002). These authors boldly 108 

argued that morphological evidence for the existence of multiple species of Geospiza is lacking, and they 109 

presented the iconoclastic argument that different phenotypes should be considered transient ecomorphs 110 
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within a single species. Furthermore, according to these authors, ground-finches are an appropriate model 111 

to study forces involved in geographic variation and local adaptation, but not to demonstrate the workings 112 

of speciation because in their view speciation in the group has not occurred. Instead, incipient speciation 113 

has been repeatedly stalled or reversed owing to shifting conditions affecting the strength and direction of 114 

natural selection and to ongoing gene flow, a situation they wittily referred to as “Sisyphean” evolution 115 

(McKay and Zink 2015). Because of its originality in challenging “entrenched orthodoxy regarding 116 

speciation in Darwin’s Finches”, the study by McKay and Zink (2015) was duly recognized with an award 117 

by a major ornithological organization (Cooper Ornithological Society 2016). 118 

 119 

A central premise of the arguments by McKay and Zink (2015) was their assertion that phenotypic 120 

discontinuities do not exist among recognized species of ground-finches (contra Lack 1947; Grant et al. 121 

1985). Although they rightly noted that “the real test of species limits is determining the extent to which 122 

specimens form multiple morphological clusters when a priori specimen identifications are ignored”, 123 

McKay and Zink (2015) did not formally conduct such a test. Instead, their approach illustrates three 124 

problematic issues in analyses of phenotypic data for species delimitation. In the next section we describe 125 

these issues and outline possible solutions afforded by statistical tools directly related to the basic 126 

evolutionary model underlying the use of phenotypic data in species delimitation. We then implement 127 

these solutions in a reanalysis of the morphological data on Geospiza ground-finches to revisit the 128 

question of whether morphological evidence supports the hypothesis that there are several species in the 129 

group. 130 

  131 

THREE FREQUENT ISSUES IN ANALYSES OF PHENOTYPIC DATA FOR SPECIES DELIMITATION 132 

 133 

1) Graphical analyses may convey little information on phenotype frequencies crucial to assess evidence 134 

for multiple species.  135 

 136 
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Many species delimitation studies rely on visual inspection of bivariate (rarely trivariate) scatter plots of 137 

phenotypic space to detect discontinuities and thus define phenotypic groups (e.g., Fig. 1 in McKay and 138 

Zink 2015). These scatter plots may offer only limited insight into the structure of character variation 139 

because visual cluttering and record overplotting hinder perception of phenotype frequencies crucial to 140 

identify groups (McLachlan 2004). We illustrate this problem with a hypothetical example in which 141 

specimens from a given locality seem to reveal no phenotypic discontinuities, with intermediate 142 

phenotypes across the range of variation (Fig. 1a); accordingly, a univariate scatter plot fails to reveal 143 

evidence of distinct phenotypic groups (Fig. 1b). The problem with scatter plots concealing crucial 144 

information (also common in two- and three-dimensional scatter plots) is revealed by a histogram of 145 

phenotype frequencies employing the same data, which reveals two distinct normal distributions (Fig. 1c). 146 

Following the model for species delimitation based on continuous phenotypic characters described above, 147 

this histogram suggests the existence of two species. 148 

 149 

Graphical analysis of phenotype frequencies (e.g., Fig. 1c) may be effective to detect groups when few 150 

characters are relevant (but see McLachlan and Peel 2000, page 9). However, it may be difficult to detect 151 

distinct normal distributions in phenotypic spaces defined by more than two dimensions, where complex 152 

covariance structures are likely (McLachlan 2004). Moreover, detection of phenotypic groups exclusively 153 

based on graphical analysis is potentially highly subjective and difficult to replicate, or, as stated by Karl 154 

Pearson (1894) over a century ago: "To throw the solution on the judgment of the eye in examining the 155 

graphical results is, I feel certain, quite futile". Therefore, graphical analysis of phenotype frequencies is a 156 

useful but limited tool for species delimitation. 157 

 158 

Recent statistical developments allow systematists to go beyond graphical analysis by using normal 159 

mixture models (NMMs, McLachlan and Peel 2000) as a formal approach to test for the existence of 160 

distinct species based on multivariate phenotypic data (Ezard et al. 2010; Guillot et al. 2012; Edwards and 161 

Knowles 2014; Kleindorfer et al. 2014). These models conceptualize phenotypic variation as a 162 
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combination (i.e., a mixture) of distinct normal distributions; a mixture may include one or more distinct 163 

normal distributions, representing the hypothesis of one or more species, respectively. The parameters of a 164 

NMM specifying a particular hypothesis include the means and variance-covariance matrices describing 165 

the Gaussian phenotypic distribution of each species. These parameters can be estimated using maximum 166 

likelihood from data on phenotypic measurements, without a priori knowledge of species limits, 167 

employing the expectation–maximization algorithm (McLachlan and Krishnan 2008). Comparison of 168 

empirical support among models representing different hypotheses is often based on the Bayesian 169 

Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978), which evaluates the likelihood of each model while adjusting 170 

for model complexity (Fraley and Raftery 2002). 171 

 172 

2) Reduction of dimensionality via PCA may exclude important characters for species delimitation.  173 

 174 

Species delimitation studies often begin analyses by reducing the dimensionality of phenotypic space, 175 

typically via principal component analysis (PCA) or related procedures (McLachlan 2004; Ezard et al. 176 

2010), and then focus attention on few principal components accounting for most of the variation in the 177 

data. For example, McKay and Zink (2015) focused on three principal components explaining 99% of the 178 

variation in six morphological characters of Geospiza ground-finches (see their Fig. 1). This use of PCA 179 

and related procedures in taxonomy was suggested decades ago (Sneath and Sokal 1973) and is still 180 

prescribed nowadays (e.g., Ezard et al. 2010). However, there is no reason to believe that principal 181 

components accounting for most of the variation in a dataset are most useful for group discrimination 182 

(Chang 1983). 183 

 184 

To illustrate the problem of reducing dimensionality to the principal components accounting for most of 185 

the variation, we use a hypothetical example based on two phenotypically distinct species, each 186 

represented by a bivariate normal distribution (Fig. 2a). The first principal component of the mixture of 187 

these two distributions explains >99% of the variation and, yet, it is useless to distinguish the two species 188 
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(Fig. 2b). In contrast, the second principal component accounts for <1% of the variation and perfectly 189 

discriminates species (Fig. 2c). This example is bivariate for simplicity, but the statistical principle applies 190 

to mixtures of two normal distributions in any number of dimensions (Chang 1983). We stress that the 191 

problem at hand is not rotation of the data using PCA or related procedures, because such rotation may 192 

serve a number of useful purposes; rather, the problem is employing the amount of phenotypic variance 193 

explained by each principal component as a criterion to judge its usefulness to distinguish phenotypic 194 

groups (Chang 1983).  195 

 196 

Although alternatives to PCA and related approaches for dimensionality reduction should be regularly 197 

considered in analysis aiming to detect groups in multivariate space (McLachlan and Peel 2000; 198 

McLachlan 2004), they are rarely implemented in species delimitation studies. For example, one may 199 

reduce dimensionality based on a priori considerations about which set of characters may be best to 200 

diagnose particular species. In particular, when a priori information about specific traits separating species 201 

is available (e.g. original species descriptions), one should favor analyzing variation in such traits; far 202 

from being circular (McKay and Zink 2015), it is only natural that one should critically examine evidence 203 

for species limits precisely in the dimensions in which such limits are hypothesized to exist (see also 204 

Remsen 2010; Patten and Remsen 2017). Alternatively, one may use methods that aim to find the set of 205 

variables (phenotypic traits) that best discriminates groups in a NMM, with no a priori information about 206 

groups (Raftery and Dean 2006; Maugis et al. 2009a; Maugis et al. 2009b). 207 

 208 

3) Differences in central tendency are not evidence of distinct phenotypic distributions.  209 

 210 

Distinct normal distributions in quantitative characters constitute evidence for the existence of distinct 211 

species, but differences in central tendency between groups of individuals do not. This issue has been 212 

pointed out previously (e.g., Mayr et al. 1953; Luckow 1995; Patten and Unitt 2002), but seems to be 213 

ignored when statistical procedures to investigate differences in central tendency (e.g., t-tests, analysis of 214 
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variance, Cohen’s d) are advanced as potentially valid tools to evaluate species boundaries (e.g., Simpson 215 

1951; Henderson 2006; Tobias et al. 2010). McKay and Zink (2015, page 695 and their Fig. 2) have done 216 

as much by suggesting that statistical differences in average phenotypes between allopatric island 217 

populations of ground-finches could be equated to distinct morphological groups which, in turn, would 218 

have to be recognized as species. 219 

 220 

Because this issue seems to commonly afflict assessments of species limits between allopatric forms 221 

(Tobias et al. 2010; McKay and Zink 2015), we illustrate it with a hypothetical example of two allopatric 222 

populations. Grouping specimens from these populations according to collection localities (e.g., two 223 

islands) reveals statistically significant differences in the central tendency of phenotypes (Fig. 3a). Yet, 224 

there is no evidence that phenotypic variation across specimens from the two populations is best described 225 

by more than a single normal distribution (Fig. 3b). Therefore, there is no evidence for more than one 226 

species in the sample of specimens regardless of differences in average phenotypes. This illustration 227 

focuses on groups of specimens defined by geography (i.e., allopatric populations), but the issue may 228 

affect comparisons involving groups of specimens defined by time (i.e., allochronic populations; Simpson 229 

1951) or by any other criterion. 230 

 231 

The solution to the problem is simple: do not treat phenotypic differences in central tendency as evidence 232 

for the existence of distinct phenotypic groups and, therefore, distinct species. No matter how statistically 233 

significant, even very large effect sizes are not germane in light of the basic model for species delimitation 234 

based on quantitative phenotypic characters. In light of this model, the focus of analysis should be on 235 

determining the number of normal distributions needed to describe phenotypic variation among 236 

specimens, as well as on estimating the parameters of those distributions (e.g., means and variance-237 

covariance matrices). Indeed, strong evidence may exist for more than one distinct normal distribution in 238 

the absence of differences in central tendency (Hennig 2010), suggesting biologically meaningful 239 
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differences between species in the variance of phenotypic traits (Supplementary Material, Appendix 1). As 240 

explained above, NMMs are a useful tool to test for distinct normal distributions. 241 

 242 

ARE THERE PHENOTYPICALLY DISTINCT GROUPS OF GROUND-FINCHES? 243 

We examined phenotypic variation among Geospiza ground-finches by analyzing data from six 244 

morphological measurements of museum specimens (wing length, tail length, tarsus length, bill length, 245 

bill width, and bill depth) taken on adult males by H. S. Swarth for his monographic revision of the birds 246 

of the Galapagos (Swarth 1931). These were the same data employed by McKay and Zink (2015), which 247 

we use here with permission from the California Academy of Sciences; our sample sizes differ from those 248 

of the earlier study (501 vs. 486 male individuals) because we excluded a few individuals that were 249 

duplicated in the original dataset. The data we employed and the R code used to conduct the analyses 250 

described below are available as supplementary material (Appendices 2 and 3, respectively). 251 

 252 

We asked how many distinct groups of ground-finches exist in the Galapagos using morphological data 253 

from specimens collected across the archipelago (total 18 islands). To define the morphological space for 254 

this analysis, we followed McKay and Zink (2015) and used PCA on the covariance matrix of log-255 

transformed data. Rather than examining evidence for species limits using only the first three principal 256 

components accounting for >99% of the variation (McKay and Zink 2015), we used the R package 257 

clustvarsel (Scrucca and Raftery 2004) to reduce the dimensionality of the data by selecting the set of 258 

principal components most useful for group discrimination in NMMs, without a priori information about 259 

groups (Raftery and Dean 2006; Maugis et al. 2009a; Maugis et al. 2009b). We used the R package mclust 260 

5.0 (Scrucca et al. 2016) to fit a wide range of NMMs. At one extreme, NMMs assuming one 261 

morphological group represented the Sisyphean evolution hypothesis that there is a single species of 262 

ground-finch (McKay and Zink 2015). Toward the opposite end, NMMs assuming up to 30 distinct 263 

morphological groups represented hypotheses alluded to by McKay and Zink (2015) when they suggested 264 

ground-finches may comprise “dozens of cluster species”, or “1 or 6 or 30 species” (p. 695). We also 265 
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fitted NMMs specifying the six (Lack 1947) or nine (Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Remsen et al. 2017) 266 

species recognized by alternative taxonomic treatments of Geospiza, using the original specimen 267 

identifications in Swarth’s data updated to reflect changes in nomenclature. We used the Bayesian 268 

Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978) to measure empirical support for different NMMs (Fraley and 269 

Raftery 2002) and thereby explicitly evaluated the hypothesis that there is only one species of ground-270 

finch (McKay and Zink 2015) relative to hypotheses that there are several species in the group (Lack 271 

1947; Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Remsen et al. 2017). 272 

 273 

We found the first four principal components to be most useful for group discrimination; NMMs ignoring 274 

the fourth principal component, although it explained only 0.006% of the morphological variance, had 275 

substantially less empirical support (ΔBIC ≥ 55) than those including it. Therefore, in contrast to McKay 276 

and Zink (2015), we did not discard the fourth principal component for analysis. The models specifying 277 

seven and eight distinct morphological groups of ground-finches received the strongest support (ΔBIC ≤  278 

1.26). Support for all other models was considerably lower (ΔBIC in all cases >20; Fig. 4). In turn, the 279 

model with the lowest support represented the Sisyphean evolution hypothesis proposing no distinct 280 

morphological groups of ground-finches (i.e., that there is a single group; McKay and Zink 2015), which 281 

had a 500 BIC difference to the second-worse model and > 82 BIC difference to the two best models. 282 

Relative to the best models, those specifying groupings consistent with taxonomy recognizing six or nine 283 

species were weakly supported (Fig. 4), considering differences in BIC scores greater than 6 are typically 284 

regarded as strong or very strong evidence against models with lower support (Kass and Raftery 1995). In 285 

sum, the data provided poor empirical support for the hypothesis that ground-finches consist of only one 286 

species (McKay and Zink 2015) and strongly supported hypotheses of several morphologically distinct 287 

groups (Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. 1); however, those groups did not readily align with existing 288 

taxonomic treatments of Geospiza (Fig. 6, Supplementary Fig. 2). 289 

 290 
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Despite their comparatively low empirical support, models specifying six or nine morphological groups 291 

according to taxonomic treatments of Geospiza (Lack 1947; Remsen et al. 2017) were partially consistent 292 

with the best models (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 2). For example, in the best models, all specimens of 293 

two of the nine currently recognized species (G. scandens, G. septentrionalis) were assigned to two 294 

respective morphological groups which included few or no specimens of other species (Fig. 6; 295 

Supplementary Fig. 2). Discrepancies between our analysis and current taxonomy were most evident in 296 

cases such as those of (1) G. propinqua, G. conirostris and G. fortis, which were assigned to three, three 297 

(or two) and four morphological groups, respectively, or (2) G. fuliginosa and G. acutirostris, in which all 298 

specimens were assigned to the same group to the exclusion of nearly all specimens of other species. In 299 

addition, some morphological groups included specimens of multiple species (e.g., morphological group 1 300 

contained specimens identified as G. propinqua, G. fortis, G. magnirostris, and G. conirostris). Part of the 301 

lack of agreement between the morphological groups we detected and groups recognized by taxonomy 302 

may be accounted for by considering that species may be told apart by phenotypic characters different 303 

from those we considered. For example, G. fuliginosa and G. acutirostris are indistinguishable in our 304 

analysis, but are distinct given subtle differences in bill profile and marked differences in songs (Grant and 305 

Grant 2008). Likewise, some of the discrepancies with current taxonomy (Remsen et al. 2017) involved 306 

cases in which species delimitation was not based on morphology, but rather resulted from recent genomic 307 

analyses revealing that phenotypically similar populations are distantly related (Lamichhaney et al. 2015). 308 

This likely explains why our analysis did fully discriminate some species pairs in the morphological space 309 

we examined (G. conirostris vs. G. propinqua, G. difficils vs. G. septentrionalis), although they may be 310 

more distinct in other phenotypic spaces including bill profile and song as well as behavior (Grant et al. 311 

2000; Grant and Grant 2002). Also, we assumed that specimen identifications in the data set we analyzed 312 

were faultless; thus, part of the apparent mismatch between morphological groups detected in our analyses 313 

and taxonomy may reflect identification errors. Evaluating this possibility would require detailed 314 

examinations of individual specimens beyond the scope of our work.  315 

 316 
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Geographic context is an important consideration in assessments of species limits using phenotypic traits. 317 

Under a wide range of species definitions (sensu de Queiroz 1998), distinct phenotypic groups among 318 

sympatric individuals are readily accepted as evidence for the existence of distinct species (Mayr 1992; 319 

Mallet 2008), whereas distinct phenotypic groups corresponding to non-sympatric populations may be less 320 

readily accepted as evidence of distinct species because they may reflect within-species differentiation due 321 

to geographic isolation or local adaptation (Zapata and Jiménez 2012). The morphological groups of 322 

ground-finches we detected (Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. 1) cannot be interpreted to reflect within-species, 323 

among-island variation because these groups occurred on multiple islands and were sympatric with other 324 

groups; all of the morphological groups identified in the best NMMs were widely distributed across the 325 

Galapagos Archipelago (median = 8.5 or 9.0, range 3-14 islands per group; Table 1 and Supplementary 326 

Table 1) and most islands harbored several groups (up to 6 in Santiago and 7 in Santa Cruz; Fig. 7 and 327 

Supplementary Figure 3). Importantly, almost all morphological groups co-occurred with each other in at 328 

least one island; the only exception was morphological group 3 in one of the models, which co-occurred 329 

with four out of the other seven groups (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1). McKay and Zink (2015) 330 

indicated that different morphs of ground-finches exist within islands and argued that if such morphs were 331 

treated as species, then one would need to recognize dozens of species in the group; our analysis suggests 332 

this is not the case given the occurrence of all morphological groups in multiple islands. 333 

 334 

At this point we note that because the specimens we analyzed were collected several decades ago (Swarth 335 

1931), they may not faithfully reflect patterns in morphological variation nor the geographic distributions 336 

of morphological groups in the present. This is because over the past century, ground-finch populations 337 

have experienced a few colonization and extinction events, changes in the degree of morphological 338 

differentiation among populations due to natural and human-mediated hybridization, and bouts of 339 

selection in shifting directions over multiple generations in association with environmental variation in 340 

space and time (Harris 1973; De León et al. 2011; Grant and Grant 2014). Thus, we refrain from 341 

additional discussions about species limits involving comparisons of historical morphological data with 342 
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contemporary evidence (e.g., genomics; Lamichhaney et al. 2015). Nonetheless, our analyses serve to 343 

demonstrate that statistically distinct morphological groups of ground-finches existed in the past, and we 344 

strongly suspect they still exist in the present. Accordingly, we suggest that the burden of proof for 345 

systematists proposing to lump ground-finches into a single species based on morphological data is on 346 

showing that distinct groups do not longer exist. 347 

 348 

CONCLUSIONS; OR, ATLANTEAN EVOLUTION IN DARWIN’S FINCHES 349 

Our reanalysis of morphological data pointed strongly to the existence of several groups of phenotypically 350 

distinct Geospiza ground-finches based only on six linear morphological measurements. In addition, we 351 

found evidence of distinct phenotypes in geographic scenarios (i.e., sympatry within islands) where one 352 

should not expect them if populations had not achieved evolutionary independence. Specifically, because 353 

the variation in quantitative morphological traits we examined is polygenic (Abzhanov et al. 2004; 354 

Abzhanov et al. 2006; Lamichhaney et al. 2015; Chaves et al. 2016; Lamichhaney et al. 2016) and not 355 

caused by differences in sex or age (we restricted analyses to adult males), the existence of distinct 356 

phenotypic groups in areas where populations come into contact implies there are likely several species of 357 

ground-finches. Therefore, we contend that ground-finches are not an example of Sisyphean evolution 358 

(McKay and Zink 2015), a term that could well apply to other systems in nature (Seehausen 2006; Nosil et 359 

al. 2009; Rudman and Schluter 2016). Instead, evolutionary forces maintaining populations of ground-360 

finches apart are likely in place, just as in Greek mythology Atlas prevents the merging of the Earth and 361 

the sky with his shoulders. Ground-finches thus likely represent an example of what one might call 362 

“Atlantean evolution”. One, of course, does not need a new term to refer to speciation, but thinking of 363 

Atlas brings to mind atlas, a collection of maps, which reminds one of the central role of geography in 364 

speciation and in the basic model underlying species delimitation based on phenotypic variation. 365 

The question of exactly how many species of Darwin’s ground-finches are there remains open and 366 

requires further attention to morphology, including careful scrutiny of discrepancies between 367 

morphological variation and taxonomy (e.g., Fig. 6). In addition, morphological variation should be 368 
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further examined in light of biological factors including additional phenotypic characters, ecological 369 

niches, mating behavior, population dynamics, and patterns of genetic and genomic variation among 370 

populations (Grant 1999; Huber et al. 2007; Grant and Grant 2008; Farrington et al. 2014; Grant and Grant 371 

2014; Lamichhaney et al. 2015; McKay and Zink 2015). Fruitful discussions about species limits in the 372 

group would likely start by addressing some of the additional thought-provoking arguments advanced by 373 

McKay and Zink (2015) that we did not touch on and which are beyond the scope of our work (e.g., the 374 

extent to which morphological groups are stable lineages over time or the evidence for the existence of 375 

distinct gene pools). Any such discussions, however, as well as discussions over species delimitation in 376 

other organisms, should bear in mind that phenotypic evidence for species limits is best assessed using 377 

statistical approaches appropriately grounded on evolutionary models.  378 

 379 

OUTLOOK 380 

We do not claim that the approaches used here to analyze phenotypic data for species delimitation are free 381 

of problems. Issues such as estimation of the number of groups in NMMs (McLachlan and Peel 2000; 382 

McLachlan and Rathnayake 2014) or how to select variables for NMM analyses of multidimensional 383 

datasets (Poon et al. 2013) are critical areas of active research in statistics in which progress remains to be 384 

made. Despite these issues, however, we argue that the statistical tools we used are appropriate because 385 

they are directly related to the basic evolutionary model underlying species delimitation using phenotypic 386 

data (Fisher 1918). Moreover, these tools allow systematists to go beyond fairly limited graphical analysis, 387 

and to break free from problems resulting from reduction of dimensionality using PCA or related 388 

approaches and from comparisons of measurements of central tendencies. The value of embracing 389 

approaches with a solid theoretical basis despite limitations in their implementation in systematics is clear 390 

considering other developments in the field in which theory predated robust methodologies that 391 

subsequently blossomed. Such developments include the use of statistical methods to study species limits 392 

among fossil populations (Newell 1956), the application of probabilistic models to infer phylogenetic trees 393 
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(Felsenstein 1981), time-calibration of molecular phylogenies (Kishino and Hasegawa 1990), and the 394 

estimation of species trees from gene trees (Maddison 1997). 395 

 396 

Practical approaches to fit NMMs without a priori information about species limits offer a fresh 397 

perspective in inferences available to systematists. In the absence of these tools, it seemed reasonable to 398 

argue that species limits should be based on fixed phenotypic differences because continuous variation 399 

could only be subdivided using subjective criteria (Cracraft 1989; Davis 1997). Accordingly, overlap of 400 

phenotypic ranges has been conventionally stressed as a criterion to suggest samples of individuals are 401 

conspecific (e.g., Simpson 1951; Davis and Heywood 1963; Zink 2002; McKay and Zink 2015). 402 

However, overlap in phenotypic ranges under the framework offered by NMMs is not relevant for species 403 

delimitation because (1) one may find strong empirical support for models in which the phenotypic ranges 404 

of distinct normal distributions overlap (e.g., Fig. 1 and 5), and (2) absence of range overlap does not 405 

imply strong empirical support for models with more than a single species (e.g., Fig. 3). Critically, 406 

absence of range overlap need not imply a phenotypic gap (i.e., a phenotypic region with low frequency of 407 

individuals) because continuous phenotypic variation can be arbitrarily split into mutually exclusive parts 408 

regardless of phenotype frequencies. On the other hand, although true phenotypic gaps (along with 409 

multimodality in phenotypic distributions) are sufficient to suggest species boundaries (Zapata and 410 

Jiménez 2012; Mallet 2013), they are not necessary to demonstrate such boundaries exist because NMMs 411 

specifying more than one species may be strongly supported in the absence of phenotypic gaps. An 412 

example of support for more than one normal distribution in the absence of phenotypic gaps was provided 413 

at the inception of NMMs: Karl Pearson inferred two groups among specimens of the shore crab 414 

(Carcinus maenas) from the Bay of Naples, even though the mixture of the groups was not bimodal and 415 

therefore they were not separated by a gap (Pearson 1894). Moreover, Pearson examined the possibility of 416 

inferring the existence of groups with different phenotypic variances but identical phenotypic means, 417 

which are by definition not separated by a gap (Supplementary Material Appendix 1). 418 

 419 
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To conclude, we note that the criteria for species delimitation discussed above are relevant in the context 420 

of ideas about the reality of species. In particular, it has been argued that if the hypothesis that species are 421 

real entities in nature is correct, then biological diversity should be a patchwork of phenotypic clusters 422 

delineated by gaps (Coyne and Orr 2004; Barraclough and Humphreys 2015). This prediction, however, 423 

would not follow from the hypothesis that species are real if, as we argue, phenotypic gaps are not 424 

necessary criteria for species delimitation. In other words, species may be real entities in nature even if 425 

phenotypic gaps are not major elements structuring biological diversity. Because statistical approaches 426 

related to NMMs now allow systematists to make unprecedented formal inferences about the existence of 427 

species even if they overlap in phenotypic space, they constitute particularly useful tools to describe the 428 

structure of biological diversity, a necessary step to understand the evolutionary processes that generated 429 

it. 430 
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 619 

 620 
Figure 1. Visual inspection of phenotypic data may yield limited insight regarding species limits. (A) 621 
Sample of 200 museum specimens (triangles) arranged according to a morphological phenotype (triangle 622 
size), from small in the upper left to large in the lower right. The specimens appear to form a smooth 623 
gradient with no morphological gaps. (B) Plot of specimen measurements along a single continuous axis 624 
representing the size of the morphological trait in A. At the resolution of the measurements, extreme 625 
values in the sample seem to be gradually connected by intermediate phenotypes throughout. Thus, there 626 
seem to be no obvious morphological gap, suggesting the specimens correspond to a single variable 627 
species. (C) Two distinct normal distributions are revealed by examining the frequency (gray bars) of 628 
specimen phenotypes in the sample, suggesting that specimens may correspond to two species. In fact, the 629 
sample was drawn from a mixture of two normal distributions (continuous black lines).  630 
  631 
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 632 

 633 
 634 
 635 
Figure 2. The ability of principal components to discriminate species is not necessarily proportional to the 636 
total phenotypic variance they explain. (A) Hypothetical example of two distinct species in the space 637 
defined by two phenotypic traits. Each species is described by a bivariate normal distribution, shown as 638 
ellipses covering 95% of the individuals of each species. Dotted lines represent the two principal 639 
component axes of the normal mixture of the two species. Note that the two principal components are 640 
orthogonal, forming a right angle that may not be apparent due to the magnification of the ordinate 641 
relative to the abscissa. (B) Probability density of individuals of the two species along the first principal 642 
component (PC1). This axis is useless to discriminate the phenotypic distributions of the two species, 643 
despite the fact that it explains 99.73% of the variance. (C) Probability density of individuals of the two 644 
species along the second principal component (PC2). The phenotypes of the two species can be readily 645 
distinguished along this axis, even though it explains only 0.27% of the variance. Because systematists 646 
often discard phenotypic axes accounting for small fractions of the total variance, they may miss crucial 647 
phenotypic evidence for species limits. 648 
  649 
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 650 

 651 
 652 
 653 
Figure 3. Differences in central tendency are not evidence of distinct phenotypic distributions. (A) 654 
Specimens from two allopatric populations (gray and striped histogram bars) differ markedly in the central 655 
tendency of a phenotypic trait (abscissa), as described by normal probability density functions (continuous 656 
black lines) and boxplots on top. The boxplots show the median (solid thick line), the interquartile range 657 
(box), whiskers extending to the most extreme values within 1.5 × interquartile ranges from the box, and 658 
outliers. The difference between means (1.717 and 2.707) is statistically significant (0.99, 95% CI: 0.89 − 659 
1.09, t-test p-value < 2×10-16). Cohen’s d = 2.66, which is generally regarded as a large effect size. Note 660 
that the phenotypic ranges of the two populations do not overlap. (B) Despite the difference in central 661 
tendency and absence of phenotypic overlap, a single normal distribution (continuous black line) describes 662 
phenotypic variation across all specimens (gray bars) better than two normal distributions. In particular, 663 
empirical support for a normal mixture model assuming two distinct normal distributions (A) is 664 
substantially lower than that for a model specifying a single normal distribution (B): a difference of 10 in 665 
Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz 1978, Fraley and Raftery 2002). Thus, in light of the basic 666 
model for species delimitation based on quantitative phenotypic characters, there are no grounds to 667 
suggest that the specimens represent two distinct species despite marked differences in central tendency.  668 
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 669 
 670 
Figure 4. Analysis of morphological data strongly supported hypotheses that there are multiple distinct 671 
groups of Geospiza ground-finches. The plot shows the empirical support (ordinate) for normal mixture 672 
models assuming 1-30 distinct morphological groups (abscissa), and for the two models specifying 673 
groupings of specimens reflecting taxonomic treatments recognizing six species (Lack 1947, Rising et al. 674 
2011) or nine species (Remsen et al. 2017). Empirical support was measured as difference in Bayesian 675 
Information Criterion relative to the best model (∆BIC). The two models with highest empirical support 676 
assumed seven and eight distinct morphological groups. Empirical support for the model corresponding to 677 
the Sisyphean evolution hypothesis positing there is a single species of ground-finch (i.e. a single 678 
morphological group; McKay and Zink 2015) was negligible (∆BIC > 820). 679 
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 682 
 683 

Figure 5. Eight morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches identified by one of the best normal 684 
mixture models. Panels A−F show the groups in the space defined by the four principal components most 685 
useful for group discrimination (PC1−PC4). Colored symbols represent specimens assigned to different 686 
morphological groups and ellipses show 95% high density regions for normal distributions representing 687 
each morphological group. Arrows in G and H display the contribution of measured morphological traits 688 
to each principal component, gauged by the loadings of each trait on each principal component (i.e., 689 
elements of normalized eigenvectors). Circles show the length of arrows expected if all six traits 690 
contributed equally to bidimensional principal component spaces; arrows exceeding this expectation 691 
contribute most significantly and are labeled. PC1 and PC2 reflect general aspects of beak size and shape 692 
(G), with group 2 having long, deep and wide beaks, group 7 having short, shallow and narrow beaks, and 693 
morphological group 8 having long, shallow and narrow beaks. PC3 and PC4 reflect aspects of tail and 694 
tarsus length (H), with group 5 having a relatively long tail, and group 6 having a relatively long tarsus. 695 
PC4 is particularly useful to distinguish group 6 despite explaining only 0.6% of the total variance. The 696 
morphological distribution of groups in the other well supported NMM is fairly similar to the one shown 697 
here, the main difference being that group 3 is merged into groups 1 and 8 (Supplementary Fig. 1). 698 
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 699 
 700 

Figure 6. Eight morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches in the Galapagos Archipelago identified 701 
by one of the best normal mixture models partially correspond to the nine species recognized by current 702 
taxonomy (Remsen et al. 2017) and to the six species recognized by previous taxonomy (Lack 1947, 703 
Rising et al. 2011). Each histogram shows, for each recognized species, the number of specimens assigned 704 
to each of the eight morphological groups. Groups are colored according to the scheme in Fig. 5. 705 
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 710 
 711 
Figure 7. Eight distinct morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches identified by one of the best 712 
normal mixture models have broad geographic distributions across the Galapagos Archipelago. For each 713 
island, numbers indicate individuals included in the analysis and ringplots depict the fraction of such 714 
individuals assigned to each morphological group following the color scheme in Fig. 5. The existence of 715 
distinct morphological groups in potential sympatry within islands (e.g., >4 groups in Santa Cruz, 716 
Santiago, and Pinta) suggests that such groups are unlikely to reflect within-species differentiation due to 717 
geographic isolation or local adaptation. 718 
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Table 1. Number of islands in the Galapagos Archipelago where each of the eight morphological groups 720 
of Geospiza ground-finches identified by one of the best normal mixture models were found to occur 721 
(diagonal) and co-occur with other groups (off diagonal). All groups co-occurred with each other in at 722 
least one island, except for cases involving group 3, which did not co-occur with three other groups. Note, 723 
however, that group 3 was not recovered as distinct in the other best model, which identified only seven 724 
groups (Supplementary Table 1). 725 
 726 

 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8 
Group 1 8 4 2 4 2 1 6 4 
Group 2  9 2 4 4 3 7 5 
Group 3   3 0 1 0 1 0 
Group 4    11 2 3 10 7 
Group 5     4 2 2 2 
Group 6      3 3 3 
Group 7       14 3 
Group 8        9 

 727 
 728 
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Supplementary Material 730 
 731 
 732 

Appendix 1. Biological significance of differences between species in variance of phenotypic traits 733 

despite equal phenotypic means. 734 

 735 

In analyses of phenotypic data, normal mixture models may reveal the existence of two or more normal 736 

distributions with different variances but equal means (Pearson 1894, McLachlan and Peel 2000, Hennig 737 

2010). However, the biological significance of such phenotypic patterns might not be readily evident 738 

(Hennig 2010). Traditionally, systematists examining evidence for species limits have emphasized 739 

differences between species in phenotypic means, which are a necessary condition for the occurrence of 740 

phenotypic gaps (i.e., phenotypic spaces with low frequency of individuals) between species. Therefore, it 741 

is reasonable to ask why might differences between species in the variance of phenotypic traits be 742 

meaningful despite equal phenotypic means. Here we present a simple numerical example to show that, in 743 

the context of the Fisherian model for species delimitation based on phenotypic data we described, 744 

differences between species in phenotypic variance may be biologically meaningful and thus relevant for 745 

species delimitation. 746 

The example considers diploid organisms in which a polygenic trait, z, is determined by n diallelic loci 747 

lacking dominance relationships or epistasis: 748 

 749 

𝑧 = 𝛾$ 𝑋$ + 𝑋$' − 1*
$+,      (1), 750 

 751 

where 𝛾$ is the allelic effect at locus i, and 𝑋$ and 𝑋$'	indicate which allele is present at locus i in two 752 

homologous chromosomes, respectively. Thus, 𝑋$ = 1 if the “+” allele is present in one chromosome and 753 

𝑋$ = 0 otherwise. Likewise, 𝑋$' = 1 if the “+” allele is present in the other chromosome and 𝑋$' = 0 754 

otherwise. Therefore, the (genetic) mean and variance of trait z are, respectively: 755 

 756 

     𝐸 𝑧 = 𝛾$ 2𝑝$ − 1*
$+,     (2), 757 

 758 

     𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝑧 = 𝛾$5𝑝$ 1 − 𝑝$*
$+,     (3), 759 

 760 

where 𝑝$ is the frequency of the “+” allele in locus i (de Vladar and Barton 2014). We assume eight 761 

unlinked loci (𝑛 = 8) of equal allelic effect (𝛾$ = 1 for all i). However, many examples with varying 762 

assumptions about number of loci and allelic effects are possible. 763 
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Imagine two sympatric species, A and B, for which the Fisherian model for species delimitation based on 764 

phenotypic data can be reasonably applied (see main text for assumptions of this model). Further imagine 765 

that allele frequencies at the eight unlinked loci determining trait z in each species are as follows: 766 

 767 
Locus Species A Species B 

1 𝑝, = 0.5 𝑝, = 1 
2 𝑝5 = 0.5 𝑝5 = 0 
3 𝑝: = 0.5 𝑝: = 1 
4 𝑝; = 0.5 𝑝; = 0 
5 𝑝< = 0.9 𝑝< = 0.9 
6 𝑝> = 1 𝑝> = 1 
7 𝑝? = 1 𝑝? = 1 
8 𝑝@ = 1 𝑝@ = 1 

     768 
 769 

It can be seen, using equations 2 and 3, that the variance of trait z is higher in species A than in species B 770 

(1.09 and 0.09, respectively), despite a common trait mean (3.8 in both species). Thus, the differences in 771 

allele frequencies between species A and B are reflected in the variance of phenotypic trait z, and not in 772 

the mean of trait z. In the context of the Fisherian model for species delimitation based on phenotypic 773 

data, these differences in allele frequencies are biologically meaningful, because they would vanish after a 774 

few generations of random mating (Templeton 2006). In other words, variation in allele frequencies 775 

resulting in equal means but different variances between populations will only persist if such populations 776 

belong to different species; hence, differences in variances that one may detect employing normal mixture 777 

models are evidence supporting the hypothesis that there is more than one species in a sample of 778 

individuals. 779 
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Appendix 2. Morphological measurements and geographic provenance of male specimens of Geospiza 795 

ground-finches employed in analyses are provided in a separate file data.csv. The data are from H. S. 796 

Swarth’s archive and were employed in this study and made available thanks to permission from the 797 

California Academy of Sciences. 798 

 799 

Appendix 3. R code employed to conduct analyses is provided in a separate file Analysis_code.R.  800 

 801 
  802 
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 803 

 804 
 805 
Supplementary Figure 1. Seven morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches identified by one of the 806 
best normal mixture models. Panels A−F show the groups in the space defined by the four principal 807 
components most useful for group discrimination (PC1−PC4). Colored symbols represent specimens 808 
assigned to different morphological groups and ellipses show 95% high density regions for normal 809 
distributions representing each morphological group. Arrows in G and H display the contribution of 810 
measured morphological traits to each principal component, gauged by the loadings of each trait on each 811 
principal component (i.e., elements of normalized eigenvectors). Circles show the length of arrows 812 
expected if all six traits contributed equally to bidimensional principal component spaces; arrows 813 
exceeding this expectation contribute most significantly and are labeled. PC1 and PC2 reflect general 814 
aspects of beak size and shape (G), with group 2 having long, deep and wide beaks, group 6 having short, 815 
shallow and narrow beaks, and group 7 having long, shallow and narrow beaks. PC3 and PC4 reflect 816 
aspects of tail and tarsus length (H), with group 4 having a relatively long tail, and group 5 having a 817 
relatively long tarsus. PC4 is particularly useful to distinguish group 5 despite explaining only 0.6% of the 818 
total variance. The morphological distribution of groups in the other well supported NMM is fairly similar 819 
to the one shown here, the main difference being that some individuals from groups 1 and 7 are placed 820 
together in an additional group (see Fig. 5 in main text). 821 
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 823 
 824 
Supplementary Figure 2. Seven morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches in the Galapagos 825 
Archipelago identified by one of the best normal mixture models partially correspond to the nine species 826 
recognized by current taxonomy (Remsen et al. 2017) and to the six species recognized by previous 827 
taxonomy (Lack 1947, Rising et al. 2011). Each histogram shows, for each recognized species, the 828 
number of specimens assigned to each of the eight morphological groups. Groups are colored according to 829 
the scheme in Supplementary Fig. 1. 830 
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 832 
 833 
Supplementary Figure 3. Seven distinct morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches identified by 834 
one of the best normal mixture models have broad geographic distributions across the Galapagos 835 
Archipelago. For each island, numbers indicate individuals included in the analysis and ringplots depict 836 
the fraction of such individuals assigned to each of the eight morphological groups following the color 837 
scheme in Supplementary Fig. 1. The existence of distinct morphological groups in potential sympatry 838 
within islands (e.g., >4 groups in Santa Cruz, Santiago, and Pinta) suggests that such groups are unlikely 839 
to reflect within-species differentiation due to geographic isolation or local adaptation. 840 
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Supplementary Table 1. Number of islands in the Galapagos Archipelago where each of the seven 842 
morphological groups of Geospiza ground-finches identified by one of the best NMMs were found to 843 
occur (diagonal) and co-occur with other groups (off diagonal). All groups co-occurred with each other in 844 
at least one island. 845 
 846 

 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 
Group 1 9 5 4 2 1 7 5 
Group 2  9 4 4 3 7 6 
Group 3   11 2 3 10 7 
Group 4    4 2 2 2 
Group 5     3 3 3 
Group 6      14 10 
Group 7       10 
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